INTRODUCTION
Software process improvement (SPI) initiatives encompass a broad range of potential changes to the software development and maintenance process. An SPI initiative can be as simple as implementing a new package for software version control or as complex as changing the way developers work with system stakeholders to identify necessary software requirements. While the scope of the actual initiative may vary, the key issue is that SPI means change of some kind to the way people conduct the work of software development and maintenance. Changing people’s work habits is frequently perilous, as has been confirmed by the reported 70% failure rate of SPI projects (SEI, 2002). Software development organizations continue to implement SPI with the hope that such initiatives will reduce defects, improve overall productivity, lower costs and enhance the repeatability of project results (Humphrey, 1998).

While current research has extensively explored the reasons for success and failure of SPI through case studies, observation and surveys of project participants, research has been unable to produce a clear formula for successful SPI implementation. What has become clear is that managing SPI is similar to managing any other form of profound organizational change and requires broader understanding of the effects of organizational culture and politics on that change. According to Peter Senge et al. (1999), if we believe that organizations are living organisms capable of learning and growth, then we should stop asking why people resist change and instead attempt to understand the natural response of the enterprise, given its traditions, norms and assumptions. This paper explores the cultural and political issues affecting work process change within a software development enterprise.

BACKGROUND
Much research has been performed to describe and understand the reasons for the failure of SPI initiatives. This section of the paper describes the current research into software process improvement initiatives to understand the motivation for our study.

Why Do Organizations Undertake SPI Initiatives?
Organizations undertake SPI initiatives for a broad set of reasons that can be divided into three basic categories: To address a particular problem in the results of the process (e.g., too many software defects, low personnel productivity, incorrect specifications); to gain outside validation of the development process (CMM or ISO certification); or to align more fully with a recently acquired (or acquiring) organization’s processes (Baddoo and Hall, 2002).

What Motivates Software Practitioners During SPI?
Research indicates that the primary reason people are willing to change software processes is evidence of the benefits of the change (Baddoo and Hall, 2003). Other reasons are dependent upon the role of the person within the organization but include such factors as (Baddoo and Hall, 2002):

- Visible senior management support, input into the type of process changes, and sufficient resources available to maintain the initiative (for software developers);
- Ability to make decisions about the changing processes, sufficient resources available to maintain the initiative, and ability to change processes as needed (for project managers); and
- Ability to meet financial/managerial targets more effectively and relative cost benefits of the initiatives (for senior managers).

A key issue with the reasons above is that most are dependent upon clear evidence of the success of SPI. Unfortunately, research has shown that few organizations have historical metrics to use for comparison or a reliable new metrics program in place to evaluate the effectiveness of SPI initiatives (Iversen and Mathiassen, 2003). In addition, it has been demonstrated that process changes may require several evolutionary iterations to become successful (Borjesson and Mathiassen, 2004) implying that some organizations abandon the initiative before it has a chance to become successful.

Why Do Software Process Improvement Projects Fail?
Through case studies and surveys (Borjesson and Mathiassen, 2004; Baddoo and Hall, 2003; Humphrey, 1998; Humphrey, 2002; Iversen, et al., 2004), research has shown the following factors are related to the failure of SPI initiatives: Lack of a fully-defined problem to be solved through SPI; lack of management support; mismatched accountability measures among levels of project participants; lack of acceptance by software professionals; lack of sufficient resources available to the project; lack of ongoing support and management commitment to the changes; miscommunication among project participants; and poor and/or incomplete change management processes.

Most of the factors above relate to the management of change and are common to comprehensive new policies or procedures introduced in an organization. The factors themselves do not provide great insight into how to help an organization sustain the type of profound process change triggered through SPI.

What Are The Prescriptions for SPI Success?
Studies of both successful and unsuccessful SPI initiatives have shown some patterns for success, but none with guaranteed steps to follow for every project. Some of the dominant prescriptions for success include (Kim, 2004; Borjesson and Mathiassen, 2004; Rainer and Hall 2003):

- Establish a separate process management group with authority and responsibility to create and implement process changes.
- Define and communicate the problem to be solved through the SPI initiative.
- Gain commitment from key stakeholders.
- Be prepared to begin slowly and implement changes with a phased approach.
- Publish evidence of SPI success.
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At the same time, however, research into organizational change has shown that even following the advice above it may not be possible to achieve sustained change in an organization (Senge et al., 1999). Is SPI-Induced Change Different From Other Organizational Changes?

None of the above findings is substantially different from those discovered during any other form of change seeking to modify an individual’s work methods. Studies have documented the continuing failure of change initiatives in organizations, attributing the problems to issues very similar to those found in the SPI literature (Senge et al., 1999; Argyris and Schoen, 1996).

Much of the current research has studied the personal and organizational changes produced from the implementation of SPI initiatives as if it were separate from other types of change in organizations. Very little of the current research references existing literature on organizational change. Two notable exceptions are a study that evaluates the Software Engineering Institute’s (SEI) Capability Maturity Model (CMM) from an organizational culture viewpoint (Ngwenyama and Nielsen, 2003) and a study that uses potential independent variables from the organizational learning and change literature to create a model of the key factors correlated with success in software process improvement (Dyha, 2005).

By not including the current literature on organizational change, the existing studies of SPI neglect the effects of organizational culture and political interactions on the potential success of an SPI initiative. We posit that the basic culture of a software development organization can provide insight into the relative success or failure of an SPI initiative. Culture can be likened to the “personality” of an organization. Culture is the tacit, shared and coherent understandings about who and what matters; how, what and why things get done (Schein, 1985).

It is possible that the culture of a software development organization affects the way that major organizational change is implemented. For instance, the managerial culture of a software development organization may encourage greater collaboration from participants at all levels of the organization (Ngwenyama and Nielsen, 2003). This managerial culture would make it difficult to enforce substantial change to the work processes of employees. Our study explores this and other organizational change issues by examining the culture and political interactions of two divisions of a company undergoing SPI initiatives.

DESCRIPTION OF THE STUDY

The objective of this study is to develop theory grounded in empirical evidence. The research design for this study is what Yin (1994) terms an “embedded multiple case” design. The primary unit of analysis for this study was the division. Embedded within each division was a set of three groups. A group consisted of people with the same (or very similar) job responsibilities. The groups were the same across the two cases. We studied three groups for each of the two cases. The groups were Software Engineers, Project Managers and Senior Managers.

Two divisions served as the cases for this project. They were divisions of the same company, IT Develop Co., which provides software and services for business management, has annual revenue of $1 billion and employs about 7,000 people. Division A serves as an application service provider for payroll applications for small to medium businesses. It employs approximately 700 people. The software engineers in Division A produce software to support the application service business. The customers for the software engineers are ultimately the clients who purchase the service, but the software engineers actually work with business analysts who then work directly with the customers. Division B produces shrink-wrapped software for accountants. It employs approximately 600 people. The software engineers in Division B work with marketing analysts to produce software suitable for the final end-users who are accounting firms.

Both divisions had implemented SPI initiatives in the year prior to this study. Division A had implemented a new version control system for software development and had started using Fagan inspections for documenting initial specifications and testing. Division B had implemented a version control system for testing (different system than Division A), Fagan inspections (similar to Division A), and a workload balancing system. Both divisions were contemplating additional SPI initiatives during our study, but the focus for data collection was on the initiatives already implemented. Management told us before beginning the study that Division A had implemented the initiatives partially, while Division B had completely implemented all SPI initiatives. We were also told that the company considered the initiatives at both divisions to be a success.

Data Collection and Analysis

Data were collected through interviews and study of documentation. Face-to-face, semi-structured, focus group interviews formed the primary method of data gathering. Table 1 summarizes the size and demographic information for the focus groups.

FINDINGS AND ANALYSIS

Each separate focus group was asked to discuss explicitly the topics shown in Table 2. Many of the results shown in Table 2 are in alignment with other studies of SPI. Each of the groups had a clear reason for implementing SPI and those reasons were the same across the three groups within a given division. The reasons given for the success and/ or failure of SPI were also similar to existing studies.

The results that were striking became clear during the analysis of Division A. In Division A, the three groups had substantially different views of the relative success of SPI. As shown in Table 2, the Software Engineers (SE’s) had abandoned the new processes three months before our study began, but the Project Managers (PM’s) and Senior Managers (SM’s) believed that the initiatives were a resounding success. We explored this finding again in Division B. We found a similar, but less striking result. The SE’s in Division B felt that some of the initiatives were successful and others were not. These SE’s were unable to identify any actual changes to their work processes, but they still felt that some were successful. They defined success in this case as “not having to work overtime during the peak period. Work is now spread more evenly over the whole year.” We found the same perception with the PM’s in Division B. Unlike the PM’s in Division A, the PM’s in Division B were aware that some of the initiatives were not successful. However, the SM’s in Division B were oblivious to the level of implementation of SPI; they felt that the initiatives were completely implemented, should be considered a success and looked forward to additional SPI’s.

We found substantial similarities among the three groups between the two divisions. The SE’s in Division A had the same attitudes and issues as those expressed in Division B. The SM’s in the two divisions also shared ideas. The PM’s were a little different between the two divisions. The PM’s in Division A were very optimistic about SPI, felt that it was a great success and believed that increased customer satisfaction was due to new processes (processes abandoned by the SE’s in Division A). The PM’s in Division B, on the other hand, were far more aware of the actual status of implementation and were actively discussing among themselves ways to customize SPI so that it would work better within their division. There were far more similarities among the people in the three groups, however, than there were between the divisions. Thus, the
Table 2. Summarization of results from groups in divisions A and B

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Topic</th>
<th>Div.</th>
<th>Software Engineers</th>
<th>Project Managers</th>
<th>Senior Managers</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Reasons for implementing SPI</td>
<td>A</td>
<td>Need to better capture user requirements.</td>
<td>Need to better satisfy user requirements.</td>
<td>Need to improve existing processes to better satisfy customer demand.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>B</td>
<td>Low level of market share due to defective software.</td>
<td>Low level of market share due to defective software.</td>
<td>Opportunity to enhance productivity.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>C</td>
<td>Identifies key person who has required new definition process.</td>
<td>Identifies key person who has required new definition process.</td>
<td>Opportunity to enhance productivity.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>D</td>
<td>Identifies process that avoids overhead.</td>
<td>Identifies process that avoids overhead.</td>
<td>Opportunity to enhance productivity.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3. Findings from groups about SPI cultural and political issues

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SPI Issue</th>
<th>Software Engineers</th>
<th>Project Managers</th>
<th>Senior Managers</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Who is responsible for choosing a particular SPI initiative?</td>
<td>Mixed responses, but essentially didn’t know.</td>
<td>Senior management and/or central software engineering process group.</td>
<td>Senior management.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Why are SPI initiatives pursued by the organization?</td>
<td>Mixed responses, but essentially didn’t know.</td>
<td>Senior management.</td>
<td>Senior management.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Who is responsible for enforcing SPI changes?</td>
<td>Mixed responses, but essentially didn’t know.</td>
<td>Senior management.</td>
<td>Senior management.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>How do the SPI initiatives help to improve the organization?</td>
<td>Project in ratings and feedback.</td>
<td>Project in ratings and feedback.</td>
<td>General in ratings.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>How are the SPI initiatives introduced?</td>
<td>Mixed responses, but essentially didn’t know.</td>
<td>Project in ratings and feedback.</td>
<td>General in ratings and announcements.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4. Findings from groups about organizational cultural and political issues

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Organizational Focus</th>
<th>Software Engineers</th>
<th>Project Managers</th>
<th>Senior Managers</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>How do you handle bad news with management?</td>
<td>Don’t tell the manager.</td>
<td>Try to not do it, but if the manager becomes “annoying,”</td>
<td>Try not to do it, but if the manager becomes “annoying,”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>How does management react to bad news?</td>
<td>Kill the messenger.</td>
<td>Kill the messenger.</td>
<td>Pushfully – all news is important, open communication.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>What type of management is it?</td>
<td>Collaborative – management and employees share the load of responsibility.</td>
<td>Collaborative – management and employees share the load of responsibility.</td>
<td>Collaborative – management and employees share the load of responsibility.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>How do you rate your willingness to change?</td>
<td>Management: Somewhat resistant to change; engineers are very optimistic.</td>
<td>Management: Somewhat resistant to change; engineers are very optimistic.</td>
<td>Management: Somewhat resistant to change; engineers are very optimistic.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2 shows the summarized results from groups in divisions A and B. Table 3 highlights findings from groups about SPI cultural and political issues. Table 4 reveals findings from groups about organizational cultural and political issues.

INDUCED FINDINGS FROM INTERVIEW DISCUSSIONS

We did not ask direct questions about the culture and political interactions of the divisions. Past research has shown that individuals may answer such questions with their “desired” beliefs rather than their “actual” attitudes and actions (Argyris and Schon, 1996). Based on the discussions with the groups and a review of documentation about the SPI initiatives we devised the set of questions and answers shown in Table 3. These questions and answers show clear differences among the three groups in their attitudes towards personal responsibility for SPI. For example, SE’s were not sure who chose a particular SPI initiative (such as Fagan inspections), while PM’s and SM’s viewed it as a responsibility of senior management. SE’s were also unsure who was responsible for enforcing SPI, while PM’s and SM’s felt clear views of the need for SPI. Most interesting in Table 3 are the differences in perception of the responsibility for enforcing SPI changes. Both SE’s and PM’s felt strongly that senior management was responsible for devising a way to enforce the use of SPI, while SM’s felt that mandated use of SPI was contrary to the structure of the organization. The SM’s believed that they hired professionals (SE’s and PM’s) who were capable of deciding their own work methods. If SE’s and PM’s chose not to use certain SPI initiatives, then senior management would not force them. On the other hand, both the SE’s and PM’s thought that their use of the SPI processes should be part of their evaluation.

Table 4 displays findings about the culture and political interactions of the groups. We were especially interested in discovering the communication methods and management structure perceptions. As shown in Table 4, there is agreement among the groups about the use of informal communication about work activities. The groups diverged when asked about the communication of bad news. In the focus groups, the SE’s uniformly hunched over and expressed through body language their unwillingness to deliver bad news. They stated that they “don’t say anything” in those situations. The perception was that management would meet bad news with either disbelief or disapproval. The PM’s agreed with this perception. The SM’s sharply contradicted this perception. They believed that they welcomed all news and provided many methods for open communication. This difference in perception made it clear why the SE’s in Division A had not told management that they had abandoned the new SPI processes.

Study Propositions

As prior research has shown, and as our own interviews have corroborated, affecting long-term significant change is a complex and difficult undertaking with no guarantee of success. The collaborative culture that exists in professional organizations makes any kind of dictatorial change unacceptable and hard to maintain. In the software industry, engineers are hired for their skills, experience and ability to think for themselves. Our data showed that engineers want to know what needs
to be done, not how to do it, and management is willing to allow them to accept or reject new processes as they see fit. While collaborative management may be the norm in the software industry, it does not support SPI induced change. Thus, collaborative management makes it difficult to sustain profound change throughout an organization unless all participants are willing to make and retain the changes. This finding leads us to propose:

**Proposition 1:** Senior management should be willing to enforce employee adherence to the new processes to sustain SPI induced change.

**Proposition 2:** All participants should determine how changes are made to their personal work processes and agree to make those changes to sustain SPI induced change.

Another issue that may be unique to the culture of software development organizations is the “engineering” mindset. Engineers prefer to have rational reasons to change. They want to have evidence and analysis performed before they are willing to invest the time and effort to change. To create this level of evidence requires metrics both before and after the change has occurred. This may be especially problematic for organizations that have not gathered metrics before change. To use only metrics after the change lessens the likelihood that a person with a rational mindset will be willing to accept the efficacy of the process change. This observation leads us to propose:

**Proposition 3:** SPI induced change is best sustained in organizations that documented key metrics before and after the process change.

A third issue that is important in the culture of a software development organization is the level and type of communication that occurs. Engineers tend to shy away from substantial, detailed communication. They do not tend to discuss their work habits or processes with others. The lack of easy communication among members was clear in the interviews with the software engineers – few had discussed the process changes and it was very difficult to gather information about their level of understanding of the differing initiatives. While the engineers were very willing to discuss the company, they did not want to discuss individual work processes or whether they fully understood a given initiative. This finding leads us to our final proposition:

**Proposition 4:** Personal, indirect communication methods, such as email, will provide more information for SPI participants than meetings or general announcements.

CONCLUSION
We remain concerned about the long-term sustainability of SPI initiatives. Past work and our research has shown that such initiatives may not be aligned with the management style of a software development organization. We have also corroborated the necessity identified in prior research for open and candid communication among project participants of actual performance during and results from a SPI initiative. We believe that SPI-induced changes will be sustained only when they are accepted by software engineers and incorporated into their personal work processes.
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